Preread:
- Skim and Scan rest of the chapter - Be sure to pay attention to section headings, subheadings, maps, illustrations.

Read: Now read the chapter start to finish without stopping or writing. Just read it! As you read you should mentally be:
  - Questioning ideas
  - Clarifying concepts
  - Summarizing information
  - Predicting next steps

Post Reading: Answer the following questions
The Jacksonian Presidency 1829-1837:
Who and what was the Kitchen Cabinet?

Explain the phrase “To the Victor belong the spoils of the enemy”:

What was Jackson’s problem with the American System and how did he destroy it?

Nullification=

How did South Carolina justify nullification on constitutional grounds?

John C Calhoun:

South Carolina Exposition and Protest:

Force Bill:
How did the nullification crisis end?

Why was a compromise possible here?

Second Bank of the United States:

Nicholas Biddle:

Why did Webster and Clay try and force Jackson’s hand on the bank?

Why did Jackson destroy the bank?

How exactly did he accomplish it?

Define the term “Presidential Mandate”:

Why did Jackson think he had one?

With the destruction of both the Bank and the American System- what had Jackson done in terms of Government involvement in the economy?

List the 5 Civilized Tribes and where they were located:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Why did the Cherokee not want to be removed to the west?
Indian Removal Act:

Where were these tribes to be moved to?

Black Hawk War:

Cherokee Nation v Georgia (1831):

Worcester v Georgia (1832):

How did the views of Jackson and John Marshall differ regarding the status and rights of Indians?

Treaty of Echota:

Trail of Tears:

Jackson’s Impact:
  -Size and role of government:
    -Taney Court:
      -Charles River Bridge Co v Warren Bridge Co (1837)-
      -Mayor of NY v Miln (1837)-
      -Briscoe v Bank of Kentucky-
    -State Constitutions:
      -Laisses-Faire/classical liberalism: